JAVA Projects

JAVA based CLOUD COMPUTING


**JAVA based DATA MINING**

1. Mining the Most Influential k-Location Set From Massive Trajectories (IEEE 2017).


**JAVA based NETWORK SECURITY**


**JAVA based WEB MINING**


2. Personal Web Revisitation by Context and Content Keywords with Relevance Feedback (IEEE 2017).


**JAVA based REAL TIME SURVEILLANCE SECURITY**


**JAVA Projects**

**IEEE 2017**

**JAVA based NETWORKS**


3. A Coalition Formation Game for Distributed Node Clustering in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (IEEE 2017).

4. Estimation and Control of Quality of Service in Demand Dispatch (IEEE 2017).

5. Uncertain Data Clustering in Distributed Peer-to-Peer Networks (IEEE 2017).

**JAVA based IMAGE PROCESSING**

1. Robust Non-rigid Point Set Registration Using Spatially Constrained Gaussian Fields (IEEE 2017).


**JAVA based BOOTSTRAP APPLICATIONS**

**JAVA based WEB SERVICE**


JAVA Projects

IEEE 2017


JAVA based NEURAL NETWORKS

1. Unconstrained Face Recognition Using A Set-to-Set Distance Measure on Deep Learned Features (IEEE 2017).


JAVA based DISTRIBUTED NETWORKS


JAVA based VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY

**JAVA based INFORMATION SECURITY**


**JAVA based WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK**

2. Consensus of Multiagent Systems Subject to Partially Accessible and Overlapping Markovian Network Topologies (IEEE 2017).


JAVA based ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE


JAVA based INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS

